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MSUM student poses for Playgirl
By ALICIA STRNAD
Editor

One magazine is giving an
MSUM student national exposure.
Literally.
The cover of the December
issue of Playgirl features Dan
Graham, a sophomore from
Alaska. Graham is also featured
in an eight-page section of the
magazine, titled “Daniel: The
Wild One,” naming him a “Hot
Young Hunk.”
While he initially shied away
from the idea of posing nude—
“I’m usually kind of modest,” he
said—Playgirl eventually won
him over.
“The money was a big factor,”
Graham admits.
The road to Playgirl began when
Graham went to California for
spring break. “We were just on
the beach hanging out and a
modeling agent came up and told
me he was interested,” Graham
said.
At first, he thought it was a
scam, but when the agent called
him every day for two weeks,
Graham told himself, “The worst
that happens is I get a free vacation out of it.”
Before long, he had his free
vacation and a modeling job for
Playgirl. “I guess they were looking for a bad guy,” Graham said,
“Someone to fill a fantasy.
Playgirl took a chance on me.”
But playing that fantasy for the
photo shoot took a turn he didn’t
expect—an
article
about

Graham’s
bad-boy
tendencies accompanied the photos, but
he said, “The interview
they did was 100 percent made up ... It
totally didn’t represent me at all.”
Graham said he didn’t know about the
article before he saw
the magazine. “That
was a surprise,” he
said. “I’m sure I
signed off (on allowing
the article) ... but I
guess I missed that
part.”
Another surprise to
Graham was how
prominently he was
featured in the magazine. “I didn’t even
know I was on the
cover until people
called and told me
Above: MSUM sophomore Dan Graham is
about it,” he said.
featured on the cover of Playgirl magazine.
Graham said reacLeft: Graham poses in one of the photos
tion over the spread
from the magazine.
has been mainly positive. “It’s ment with other models gave me
been really really cool,” he said. an inside view of what goes on (in
“Everyone’s treating me like I’m a the modeling world),” he said.
“It’s not really much of a glamsmall celebrity or something.”
Graham’s friends and team- orous job.”
His experience also gave him a
mates on the MSUM rugby team
have engaged in some good- new perspective on Playgirl’s
natured joking over his new- counterpart, Playboy. “Especially
found fame. “I get teased,” the article thing, because that’s
Graham said, but added, “It’s all the only reason I read Playboy,”
Graham said with a smile. “It’s ...
in good fun.”
Graham characterizes the expe- made up to fulfill a fantasy.”
rience as a learning one. “I think
Strnad can be reached
it taught me a lot about myself
at aliciawithay@cableone.net.
and being in that type of environ-

Security officers, dispatchers work together to protect campus
By BARBIE PORTER
Staff Writer

Asion Malik’s teeth chatter in
rhythm with his jingling keys
as he patrols the campus sidewalks. Enduring the unwelcoming winter weather is a
nightly ritual for campus
security foot patrol.
Meanwhile,
Rachel
Boeddeker dispatches calls
from a warm office in the
basement of the security
building. The two elements of
campus security work together to ensure the student
body’s safety.
Both positions require an
adequate amount of training.
Boeddeker had to shadow an
experienced dispatcher for
multiple hours. “Toward the
end (of training) I answered
calls with the trainer by my
side for awhile before actually
working shifts by myself,” said
Boeddeker.
Boeddeker is one of 12 dispatchers who routinely handle
calls from 11 lines, type
reports, log patrol activity and

dispatch to foot patrol. “It’s
important to stay calm and get
as much info as possible from
the caller,” said Boeddeker.
Dispatch receives prank calls
and unusual conversations
often. “One time I had a guy
call in, he was an older guy, he
kept asking me personal questions. Then he went off on a
tangent about when he was in
war. He kept talking,” said
Boeddeker.
The 20 patrol units endure a
little more training. “We have
to spend almost five days in
the classroom. We watch presentations
from
training
supervisors,
from
drug
enforcement agencies and
such before the 16 hours of
field training begins,” said
Malik.
Ferman Woodberry, Director
of Campus Security, emphasizes the importance of the
close relationship the campus
has with the Moorhead Police
Department. “Our offices work
together by sharing reports
and information. It benefits
the campus because when

there’s an incident
where you need a
police officer, 50 percent of the time
there’s somebody in
the house that can
respond
quickly,”
said Woodberry.
Patrol units endure
a small amount of
initiation upon entering Weld Hall at
night. “When you
walk into Weld, the
person training you
tells you about it
(ghost) if you don’t
ask,” said Malik. “But
there’s nothing there.
I’ve never seen anything.”
Woodberry hasn’t
BRITTA TRYGSTAD/THE ADVOCATE
heard of any ghostly
encounters on the Rachel Boeddeker dispatches a call to a patrol officer. She is one of 12 disMSUM campus, but patchers who work for campus security.
he did encounter an appari- I was doing a routine walk said Woodberry.
The apparition wasn’t the
tion during his eight-and-a- through. I turned around,
half years of patrolling at looking east, and saw this scariest incident Woodberry
Gustavus Adolphus University very dark shadow, an outline encountered. While working
of a Native American in full he received a call that a
in St. Peter, Minn.
“One night after the library head dress. It just walked by
closed, a little after midnight, me. It was strange, but scary,” ❒ SECURITY, back page
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ragons’
en 12.4 -12.10

Organizational events
on campus

12.4
Christian Bible Fellowship Bible
studies, 7 p.m., CMU 207.
12.8
Stop the Hate, 6 p.m., CMU 208.
12.8
Public Relations Student Society
of America meeting, 2 p.m.,
mass communications office.
12.9
MSUM’s Environmental Action
Network, 3:30 p.m., near Café
Connection in MacLean.
Get your organization listed
in the Dragons’ Den. Send us
the time, date and location of
your next event and watch
the people come rolling in.
advocate@mnstate.edu

ap

H

12.4 — 12.10
Happenings
and Events

12.4
The Final Rubdown: $1-perminute massages provided by
Sister Rosalind Gefre School of
Massage, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
CMU Main Lounge.
12.6
Northern Lights Ballroom Dance
Club offers tango lessons from
7 to 8 p.m., and general ballroom dancing from 8 to 10 p.m.,
NDSU Student Union Ballroom.
12.10
Winter dance, free lessons from
7 to 8 p.m. Dance begins at 8
p.m., CMU Ballroom.

Bring children
to a holiday party
The Morningside Greenwood
Block Club will sponsor the
ninth
annual
children’s
Christmas party from 1 to 4
p.m. Sunday in Nemzek.
This event is free and open to
the public.
Refreshments, soda and
Christmas goodies will be
served all day. This year’s festivities will include sleigh
rides and pictures with Santa
and Mrs. Claus.
Children get to pick out one
gift for themselves and one for
their parents.
Donations are also needed
for this event—monetary
donations, new and/or slightly used toys, small presents
for parents, adult winter
coats, gloves and mittens and
children’s winter coats are all
greatly appreciated.
For more information, call
Nancy or Darin at 287-8402,
Jan Quam at 233-7022 or Joe
and Cory Bennett at 2337477.

NEWS BRIEFS
Tour British Isles
in May for credit
A meeting for those interested in this year’s Writing and
Documentary Photography
British Isles Tour is at 2 p.m.
Dec. 10 in MacLean 260.
Students can earn credit in
English or mass communications. The tour, May 14 (the
day after graduation) through
May 30, will start in London,
visiting
the
Salisbury
Cathedral, Stonehenge, Bath,
Laycock Abbey (the home of
the invention of photography), then to Wales with stops
at Tinturn Abbey, the Gower
Peninsula, Dylan Thomas’
home and Chepstow Castle.
After a night ship to Cork,
Ireland the tour will visit
Blarney Castle then on to
Galway with a day trip to one
of the Aran Islands before
heading to Dublin. The trip
will conclude with three days
in Amsterdam.
For more information, contact Jill Holsen in international
programs,
holsenj@mnstate.edu, Alan
Davis, English department,
davisa@mnstate.edu
or
Wayne Gudmundson, mass
communications department,
gudmund@mnstate.edu.

Nominate student
of the month
The Student Leader of the
Month Award is a new program available from the office
of student activities.
The award was developed to
recognize one extraordinary
student leader each month
during the academic year.
Nominees should be someone
who has significantly contributed in some way to their
student organization or the
campus
community
and
deserves recognition.
The Student Organization
Advisory Committee will review
all completed applications and
award each recipient.
The Student Leader of the
Month program will start next
semester, with the first recipient awarded in January.
Nomination applications are
available in the office of student activities, CMU 229, and
will normally be due back by
noon on the first Monday of
every month. Since classes
don’t start until Jan. 13, nominations will be due at noon on
Monday.
Please drop off nominations
to the office of student activities, CMU 229.

Find billing
info online
All Spring 2004 billing and
payment information is now
available at www.mnstate.edu/
busoff/tuitionfees.htm.
As a reminder, electronic
billing, established the beginning of fall 2003, replaced the
paper invoices mailed to each
student.
Fee payment days are from 9
a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Jan. 27 and
Jan. 28, and 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Jan. 29.
Financial aid overage checks
will be ready Jan. 27 in the
Dragon Den in Flora Frick.
For more information, contact Michelle Tinjum at tinjum@mnstate.edu.

Travel to Italy
The
National
Italian
American Foundation’s Gift of
Discovery Program provides an
all-expense paid trip to Italy in
May and June 2004 to successful applicants who demonstrate Italian heritage.
Applicants must be students
between ages 18-23, and submit an application, essay and
recommendations.
For further information, visit
www.niaf.org or stop by international programs, Flora Frick
151. Deadline is Dec. 15.

Concert benefits
Kenyan children
Support International, an
MSUM student organization
dedicated to improving living
conditions
in
developing
nations, will hold its third
annual benefit concert at 7:30
p.m. Friday in the American
Legion in downtown Fargo.
The concert features popular
local performers including
Quadrophonic, The Krims,
When Something Fails and
Josh Harty.
Admission is $5 and attendees must be 21 years or older.
Proceeds will benefit the Street
and
Destitute
Children
Rehabilitation Center in Maua,
Kenya. The money will help
pay for housing, food, medical
expenses and vocational training courses for 23 street children.
For more information about
Support International visit
www.mnstate.edu/sprtintl.

Planetarium show
begins today
“The Star of Bethlehem,” a
look at the mysteries surrounding one of the most
famous celestial events in history, is the featured show
today (Thursday) through Dec.
21 at the MSUM Planetarium.
Show times are 7 p.m.
Mondays, Thursdays and
Saturdays, and 2 p.m. and 7
p.m. Sundays. General admission is $3, and $1.50 for children 12 and under, Tri-College
students and senior citizens.
Was it a comet, a supernova,
a triple conjunction of the
planet Jupiter with Saturn or a
miracle? Whatever it was, the
event reverberated through the
centuries and changed millions of lives.
The show will also explore the
stars and constellations of the
winter night sky.
The MSUM Planetarium is
located in Bridges 167, at the
corner of 8th Avenue and 11th
Street south. For details, or
special group showings, contact the planetarium office at
477-2920.

Plan ahead
for prescriptions
MSUM winter break is right
around the corner.
Hendrix Health Center and
Pharmacy will be closed from
Dec. 20 through Jan. 11.
Please request any refills needed during the break by calling
or visiting this week.
If you have any questions,
call Hendrix Health Center at
477-2211.

Have a story idea?

E-mail

advocate@mnstate.edu

Students sell art
to fund program
The annual holiday student
art sale is from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday in the CA Gallery Foyer.
Featured items for sale
include pottery, paintings,
sculptures, drawings and photographs.
A percentage of the profits
will benefit ceramics, painting,
photography and sculpture
guilds enabling students to
participate in field trips to art
museums, conferences and
workshops.

Workshop focuses
on selling
“Selling to the Government” is
the focus of the small business
development center workshop
from 9 a.m. to noon Dec. 11 in
CB 103.
Presented by Sherri Komrosky
from the procurement technical
assistance center, the workshop will cover topics ranging
from what the government
buys and where they advertise,
to registering as a government
supplier and how to locate
resources.
Cost is $10, which includes
materials and refreshments.
For details, contact the MSUM
small business development
center at 218-477-2289 or email seifertj@mnstate.edu.

Illustrator presents
lecture on campus
Chandler O’Leary, a Fargo
native who recently graduated
with honors in illustration from
the Rhode Island School of
Design, will visit MSUM’s Art
and Design department giving a
public lecture at 5 p.m. today
(Thursday) in CA 169.
At RISD, she was selected for
the European Honors Program
and studied in Rome for one
year. O’Leary’s main interests
are in children’s books and
comic book illustration, but she
also studied animation at RISD.
In addition to showing
examples of her illustrations,
O’Leary will share what she is
doing to get established as an
illustrator.
O’Leary will also visit the university’s class on pictorial illustration from 3 to 5 p.m. today
(Thursday) in CA 168.

Shine like a
Christmas bulb
Music and Entertainment
Industry Student Association
and Music Educators National
Conference are holding a holiday entertainment show from
7 to 9:30 p.m. on Dec. 11 in
Weld.
This is a fund-raiser and
charity
event.
E-mail
meisa@mnstate.edu if interested in performing an act.
Accompanying pianist provided for $7.

Be a STAR
Student
telecounseling
admissions representatives are
currently hiring students
interested in calling prospective students.
STARS is a paying job for students who love their school,
are ambitious, like to talk and
have work study.
If interested please call Lisa
at ramachli@mnstate.edu.
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S ecurity
Report

11.20 — 12.1

11.20 Fire alarm in Ballard.
11.20 Alarm in the bookstore.
11.21 Fight in progress in parking lot A.
11.21 Fire alarm in CMU.
11.21 Intimidation outside Dahl.
11.22 Property vandalism in
parking lot P.
11.22 Bicycle theft outside the
library.
11.23 Theft in the CMU.
11.23 Liquor law violation outside Ballard.
11.23 Property vandalism in
Grantham.
11.23 Missing person in
Nelson.
11.25 Theft in bookstore.
11.26 Fire lane violation in
parking lot E.

Join Club,
experience culture
If you’re an international student, permanent U.S. resident
or just interested in meeting
people of different nationalities,
languages, religions and cultural backgrounds, join the
International Student Club.
Meet students from all
around the world, and find
out about and participate in
cultural events and other
social activities.
For more information e-mail
Roxanne
Stewart
at
quaker_of_oats@hotmail.com
or calling 477-5588. Or e-mail
Kim
Gillette
at
gillette@mnstate.edu.
The
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International student experiences America
By GRETA LIPPERT
Staff Writer

College life can be one of the
most challenging experiences
for an average American. The
transition is not only intimidating but chaotic.
Imagine being an international student in the U.S. for
the first time. Daunting doesn’t even begin to describe the
feeling, said 19-year-old Irina
Holubkova.
This is Irina’s story through
her eyes.
Holubkova traveled thousands of miles from her hometown of Sumy, Ukraine, to
MSUM. Sumy, near the capital
city of Kiev, lies in southeastern Europe.
Holubkova was chosen to
attend MSUM after receiving a
one-year scholarship to study
in America. The scholarship
was awarded to her through
her participation in an
exchange program called The
Freedom Support Act.
With more than 7,000 participants, all eager to study in
America, and a strenuous
application
process,
Holubkova was chosen as a
winner. She said it’s a great
honor since, in the end, only
300 students receive a scholarship.
Holubkova found out in July
she would leave for the United
States in August. Despite the
short notice, Holubkova said,
“It’s a big deal to study in
America. I have a much better
chance to get a good job back
home because of being here.
The experience of speaking
English in this country is
important. It’s a great honor.”
Holubkova arrived in the
United States for the first time
in the middle of August.
However, the trip was less
than smooth.
After departing the airport in
Kiev, she flew to Frankfurt,
Germany, and boarded a
plane to Washington, D.C. Her
flight arrived late, thus separating her from the group she
was supposed to meet.
So, instead of flying directly
to Fargo, she was flown to
Chicago, where she spent the
night in a hotel room by her-

self. She then flew back to
Washington, D.C., the next
day, to catch her final plane to
Fargo.
The confusion continued
when nobody met her at the
airport in Fargo.
Holubkova said, “I didn’t
know where to go. I thought
‘Oh my God ... What will I do?’”
Nevertheless, Holubkova’s
worries subsided later when
her ride came and brought her
to the MSUM campus.
As excited as she was to
finally arrive here, Holubkova
admits, “I expected Fargo to be
a huge city, like Chicago, or
New York City ... but it’s just a
little village. I was so
shocked.”
“It was quite difficult to
adapt to a new place ... At first
I expected to be alone, and
always studying. Because I
arrived days before most students, there was nobody here
on campus. It was really boring ... I was very upset and
really wanted to go home,”
Holubkova said.

way of testing students
differs
from
the
American way. Instead
of using Scantrons, or
blue books to write
essays,
tests
in
Ukraine are completely
oral. A student will
pick a topic card and
will have about 10
minutes to prepare for
a speech in front of the
class.
They
then
receive their grade at
the end of the year in a
notebook called a credit book.
Even with such significant
changes,
Holubkova
finds
school fairly easy. “If
you need information,
you go to the library.
It’s also easy to prepare for exams, and if
you take notes regularly and don’t skip classes, it’s quite easy to get
an excellent grade,”
Holubkova said.
Aside from school,
Holubkova has a fondness for America’s
GRAPHIC BY TANYA HOLTE
ranch dressing and
bagels with flavored
Like many incoming stu- cream cheese. She also likes
dents, the first week of college fast food. “Wherever you go,
life was the most difficult. you can smell the tasty food,”
Holubkova said she was not said Holubkova. “So initially, I
only scared of speaking ate a lot. I wanted to taste
English, but had a difficult everything. Unfortunately, I
time understanding some gained weight because of it.
words. “I learned British Food in Ukraine is less fatty.
English, and because of that, It’s more natural, not artifithings were confusing ... espe- cial.”
cially the slang,” Holubkova
Holubkova’s family consists
said.
of herself and her mother, who
Holubkova claims the most is the vice dean of the foreign
difficult adjustment to school languages department at
was the system of education. Sumy
State
Pedagogical
“Here you have more freedom University.
to choose all the classes you
“My mother is not only my
want to study, and you can academic teacher, but also my
easily make a schedule that teacher in life,” Holubkova
will be suitable for you,” said. Recently, she traveled to
Holubkova said.
Detroit to visit her mother who
In Ukraine, all incoming was awarded the Partners of
freshmen have identical class Education Award.
schedules. Classes start at 7
Holubkova, like most cola.m. and last until 1 p.m.
lege students, enjoys spendHolubkova is especially ing free time having fun.
grateful of the class syllabi “In Traveling is her favorite
Ukraine, they don’t exist, and hobby. Aside from visiting
here they are very helpful,” Russia (Moscow) and extenHolubkova said.
sively traveling regions of
Additionally, the Ukraine Ukraine, the United States is

the first country she has
been to.
Also fond of figure skating,
Holubkova looks forward to
spending time at the ice rink
this winter. She is excited for
her
first
Christmas
in
America, “It’s a special holiday
here ... I can’t wait to give and
receive presents,” Holubkova
said.
Ukrainians put traditionally
more of an emphasis on New
Year’s Day than Christmas.
“In Ukraine, we have Father
Frost. He’s a lot like Santa
Claus. He comes to homes,
and children must say a
poem, or sing a song to receive
their present from him,”
Holubkova said. She has
arranged to spend the holidays with a family in Detroit.
With recent world uncertainty and conflict, Holubkova
said she feels “safe here on
campus ... the events of Sept.
11 were shocking ... because I
considered U.S. security the
best. However, now I have no
anxiety.”
Holubkova also noted, compared to her home country,
Americans are much more
polite. “People actually smile
here ... nobody smiles in
Ukraine. That shocked me.”
Holubkova is also aware of
the aging population of
Americans. “It’s interesting,
old people in the U.S. can
afford things, like traveling
and shopping ... They try to be
young. In Ukraine, they are so
miserable. They can’t afford
anything, so they sit at home
or on benches all day,”
Holubkova said.
After comfortably adapting to
a new lifestyle, Holubkova
said she is extremely happy
studying at MSUM.
Even though she still yearns
for her Ukrainian national
cooking and misses her mother and friends back home,
Holubkova said she no longer
feels
“bored
or
alone.”
Instead, she finds her studies
interesting and has many new
friends who she said are
“always ready to help me
when I need it.”
Lippert can be reached
at g_lippert@hotmail.com.

On top of the world teaching three million-plus kids ...

MSUM alumnus joins 3,000-mile arctic dogsled expedition
By GLENN TORNELL
Special to the Advocate

Aaron Doering’s boss at the
University of Minnesota says
some students call the 32year-old professor “Dr. Cool”
because of his zest for teaching while a few of his colleagues
call
him
“Dr.
Distance” because he’s completed 32 marathons.
“Cool” and “distance” will
take on different connotations
when Doering and a group of
five other explorers and educators—including famed polar
pioneer and Ely, Minn., resident Will Steger—dogsled
3,000 miles across the
Northwest Territories and the
new Canadian province of
Nunavut beginning Dec. 15.
The seven-month expedition will be watched and
studied online by more than
three million K-12 students

across the world.
Called Arctic Transect 2004,
it’s an educational, scientific
and cultural undertaking
aimed at documenting, studying and creating awareness
about
the
environmental
changes affecting the Arctic
and its people.
To follow Arctic Transect
2004, or e-mail Doering during his journey, go to
www.polarhusky.com.
“For the first time,” Doering
said, “Inuit (pronounced INNyoo-it) elders are complaining
about sunburn. Polar bears
are starving because the sea
ice they hunt on is melting.
The evidence about global
warming keeps mounting.”
Whether it’s the capriciousness of nature or civilization’s
impact on the environment,
something’s changing the climate at the top of the world.
“That’s one of our goals, to

combine traditional wisdom of
the Inuit (once called Eskimos)
with modern scientific technology to document these
changes,” he said. “The Arctic
is like a canary in a coal mine.
What happens there can be a
warning to the rest of the
planet.”
On the flip side, he said,
everything we do here—from
burning fossil fuels to spraying pesticides—may impact
the Arctic.
Doering, who convinced
Steger to lead the expedition
as an online educational tool,
is a 1993 graduate who’s been
teaching in the U of M’s
Department of Curriculum &
Instruction for nearly five
years. His job: teaching how to
use technology to enhance
education.
“Arctic Transect is an extension of what I learned from
Roger Richman, my geography

instructor at Moorhead State,” travel itinerary.
he said. “Roger combined field
“Once a week we’ll update
and classroom studies with a
passion for learning. That’s ❒ DOGSLED, back page
what turned me on to
geography.”
Doering calls it adventure learning, motivating students by getting
them out of the classroom physically or, in
this case, virtually.
A 300-page curriculum guide is downloadable free for teachers at
www.polarhusky.com.
The Arctic explorers,
using computers and
satellite systems, will
update their travels in
conjunction with a curriculum that includes
studies in math, culture, science, history
and a host of other
subjects—all of it organized to sync with their Doering and his husky.
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Recent events
make on-, offcampus security
a bigger issue
A variety of events in the past couple weeks
have everyone thinking about, and possibly fearing, their safety.
The disappearance of 22-year-old Dru Sjodin in
Grand Forks was one of three attempted abductions in the last two weeks. Unfortunately, one of
them was successful. Hundreds of people still
search for her every day, hoping to find some
clue that would help to return her to safety and
to her family.
It’s amazing how day in and day out we don’t
think about walking to our car or back to the
residence halls alone, no matter what time of day
or night it is. It’s not something we should fear. If
you live on campus, it’s almost like fearing your
own home. Who would ever want to fear their
home?
The threatening atmosphere that these abductions created leaves many unanswered questions.
Where is Dru Sjodin now? Why would somebody
do that to another human being? More importantly, who’s next?
Many of us can’t help but feel the need to look
behind our shoulder or under our car to ensure
our safety.
We thought that living in an area like Fargo and
Moorhead would mean that we were safe, but
Sjodin was abducted in Grand Forks — a community smaller than Fargo-Moorhead. Amidst all
the questions that pound through our minds is
this thought: It could happen here. It could happen to one of us.
Luckily for MSUM, a well-trained Campus
Security staff patrols campus and takes calls 24
hours a day. The staff works hard to help prevent situations like Sjodin’s and to help people
who live, work and attend classes on campus feel
safer.
Dispatchers wait for calls and direct officers
where needed. At any time throughout the day,
students, faculty, staff and visitors can call 4772449 for assistance.
Campus Security also provides an escort service
24 hours a day. Anyone on campus can call and
have a security officer walk them to their car or
from building to building.
It’s hard to say if it would have made a difference, but what if Dru Sjodin had called for an
escort that Saturday afternoon?

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those
of the college administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate
encourages letters to the editor and Your Turn submissions. They
should be typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation and any
affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130, dropped off in The Advocate office or e-mailed
to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Student senate misunderstood
If you read the Nov. 20,
2003 edition of The
Advocate, you should have
noticed the Opinion section and how it was filled
with inaccuracies and misinformation regarding student
senate, along with some truths
regarding certain senators. But
these were in no way the thoughts,
feelings and actions of the entire
student senate.
Many senators were surprised to
find that another student senator
tore down some of the posters
opposing the Health and Wellness
Center fee implementation, but
these actions were permissible due
to her position in the administrative affairs office.
A number of us were also
unaware of the posting rules, but
are now aware, as we hope the rest
of the campus is, of the fact that
every poster in academic buildings
need a stamp of approval from the
administrative affairs office and
need to be placed in an appropriate place, just like posters can’t be
placed wherever the postee so
chooses in the Comstock Memorial
Union and needs a stamp of
approval from the Compass.
Yes, it is a coincidence that these
rules regarding posters are starting to be enforced at a time when
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body as a whole. If we do
not vote in the way our
constituents or the student
body as a whole sees fit, it
may be because we are
more informed about many
of the issues that the campus and
the students are facing.
And when we tried to inform the
student body of these issues, by
holding the Health and Wellness
Center Fee Open Forum that took
place on Wednesday, Nov. 19, the
students that are concerned and
who oppose our decisions did not
seem to care about getting both
sides of the story and finding out
why and how we decide upon certain things.
At the prior mentioned open
forum, for instance, a total of
about 25 people showed up, and
almost half of these concerned
students were student senators.
It is exciting to see and hear
many students’ viewpoints and
stances on the Health and
Wellness Center fee, but where
were these voices on Lobby Day
last February? Roughly 30 out of
over 7,500 students went to the
Capital in St. Paul to voice our
opposition
towards
tuition
increases and the decrease of the

editor

there is opposition towards a student senate decision, but it is
totally unfair to claim that the
ENTIRE student senate is silencing opposition and discouraging it.
Student senate is getting misrepresented in a way that hurts many
of us involved in the organization
because this bad reputation is due
to one senator’s actions.
The student body needs to
remember that we are students,
too, and I don’t think we would
decide upon something that would
affect the student body, and ourselves, in a negative and unfair
way.
With few exceptions, senators are
not compensated for their involvement in the organization; we hold
our positions because we are concerned students who want to
make a positive impact on this
campus based on what its needs
are.
We were elected, by our fellow
students, into our positions
because you felt that we would
make informed, fair decisions that
would benefit the entire student

❒ SENATE, page 7

Letters and editorial needed more research
Overwhelmed by the published
and verbal circulation of misinformation, generalizations and
fallacies, the time has come to set
the record straight.
Perhaps I have waited too long
to address many issues, but I felt
it was necessary to incorporate a
simple concept called research
into my response. Americans are
blessed with the right to voice
their opinions, but it is also their
responsibility to do so accurately.
Unfortunately, this responsibility of accuracy that I speak of has
been neglected on our campus in
the past few weeks. I strongly
encourage everyone to communicate your concerns, but make
sure you do so with correct information.
Contrary to popular and published belief, student senate welcomes contrasting opinions and
even opposition. Yes, a student
senator did take down illegal
posters, but she did not do so as
a senator. As an assistant in the
administrative affairs office, she
was simply fulfilling her duties as
an employee. Simply put, even if
the employee wasn’t a senator,
the posters would have been
taken down.
Furthermore, in a letter to the
editor published in The Advocate,
Brett Ortler claims that Dr. David
Crockett, VP of Administrative

Your turn
Affairs, quote “assured” the senator in question that the posters
should be torn down.
If Ortler had done research and
spoken to Dr. Crockett, he would
have found that Dr. Crockett didn’t personally “assure” anything
and that different staff in the
administrative affairs office actually made the decision. In regards
to journalistic integrity, how can
you paraphrase what someone
said based on speculation or second-hand information?
Additionally, a recent Advocate
editorial slammed student senate
for telling an opponent to the
Wellness Center that she couldn’t
speak while President Barden
was in attendance at the meeting.
The Advocate editorial staff made
a rather poor, hasty generalization.
The opponent was not told to
“sit down and shut up,” but was
briefed on organizational governing rules, rules that prohibit
guests from speaking unless they
are granted time by a senate
member. It should be stated that
an individual who was attending
the meeting did follow the proper
procedure and was allowed to ask
President Barden a question.

A different letter to the editor
suggested student senate was
simply a puppet of the administration. Anyone who has been
involved with senate or the
administration would strongly
disagree. In fact, I would argue
that administration often views
student senate as a roadblock to
their
personal
agendas.
Sometimes it may seem that the
senate is doing what the administration wants, but the simple fact
is that we often want the same
things.
Members of student senate are
not rich, elitist snobs or uptight
do-gooders. Members of student
senate are exactly that: students.
We have full class schedules,
work multiple jobs to make ends
meet, maintain relationships with
significant others, hang out with
our friends and probably do all
the other activities associated
with being a college student. The
only difference is that we sacrifice
time spent on other activities to
try and make MSUM a better
school for all of the students.
It is very important to realize
that student senate has always
and will continue to serve as the
voice of students. The problem
lies in communication between
the student body and their elect-

❒ MAIER, page 7
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Campus Feminist Organization about fun, empowerment
I have to admit, the first emotion
that came to me after reading last
week’s feminist rant was confusion. And I just want to make
sure that everyone out there
understands one thing: there is
only one type of feminism, and it’s
exactly what I think and what I
believe.
And because I am the chair of
the
Campus
Feminist
Organization, my view of feminism is the only one that is
allowed on this campus, and the
only one that should be discussed, because it is the only one
that is actually visible. Everyone
who THINKS that they are a feminist has to start listening to Le
Tigre and wearing leg warmers ’til
I say the word. DO NOT THINK
FOR YOURSELVES! FOLLOW ME
TO FREEDOM!
Okay, let’s not take this stuff so
seriously. Ms. Metcalf’s letter left
me with a great feeling of concern.
And I’ll address them for you.
Number one, supporting local
crisis pregnancy clinics. Let’s look
at just the name of them: CRISIS.
“Clinics” in the F-M area, like AAA
Pregnancy Clinic, GIVE OUT
FALSE INFORMATION and feed
on scared, uneducated women

who are left without support. Places like the Perry
Center are slightly different. At these places,
homes for unwed mothers, families pay to have
their relatives’ pregnancies kept a
secret, and the woman is left to
feel unwanted and ashamed.
I totally agree with Ms. Metcalf
that abortion is not a “cure all for
pregnant women.” If it was, none
of us would be here right now
(duh). However, it is a legal option
that should be made available to
all women in our nation, especially in Metcalf’s argument that the
anti-choice, pro-choice issue is
about “education and promoting
ideals that will ultimately empower them and improve their quality
of living.” Let’s not forget that we
are all going to be the “them” at
some point.
But so much time is spent over
the pro-choice argument. So let’s
keep going onto masturbation.
Yet another prevention method
for pregnancy and abortion.
Nothing saddened me more
than Ms. Metcalf’s feeling that the
CFO’s promotion of masturbation
was “absolutely appalling, not to
mention degrading.”
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have a lover, girlfriend,
boyfriend, or husband flip
your switch. Also, no campus funds, not even our
own, were spent on this
event. So there’s another
thing you don’t have to worry
about! Whew!
Fun and empowerment is the
mission of the Campus Feminist
Organization. We are not a service
club. We do not work with any
organizations as a group, but all
of our active members do. I myself
am co-chair of the Women’s
Network of the Red River Valley,
and steering committee member
of United for Equality and the
New Leadership Program at
MSUM. We are not here to work
for other people. We are here for
enjoyment and celebration of ourselves, the women that are ALIVE
and around us and our views.
We plan events that will attract
women and men that previously
have not felt comfortable with the
title “feminist.” We will not be
having
meetings
discussing
Susan B. Anthony. Hey, she’s
great, but she’s dead. If we want
to continue to be empowered, we
need to look forward. If you want
to learn about the past, take the

editor

Oh, baby. I don’t even know
what to say! I WISH you could
have gone to this politically correct, informative, empowering
seminar that was given by a married mother of three boys, that
was seven months pregnant at
the time of her presentation.
Because, in fact, she did talk
about abstinence, which is the
safest way to get through our
adult lives without pregnancy or
STDs or STIs. However, I would
also be safe if I lived in a padded
room and watched “Ghostwriter”
24 hours a day.
I think the message is this: sexually active, or sexually curious
young women in our society are
taught that their privates are
naughty and that it’s not good to
feel good. Men in our society are
taught to shed their virginity as
soon as some crazy whore will let
them.
CFO is simply trying to level out
the playing field; get to know your
own parts before you expect to

❒ SENATE, from 6

intro. course.
In summation, I’d just like to
say this: I believe that a feminist
is a person (or a hamster or cat,
and maybe a dolphin) who lives
their life respecting and empowering others around them, never
taking options away from them
(being anti-choice) and who
believes the radical notion that
every person is as important as
the next, no matter their race,
religious belief, sexual orientation, social class, financial status,
weight, height, language, education level or gender.
If you want to start a feminist
group on campus that believes
you have to be cool, or indie rock,
or super hot, or anti-choice
(which is really not feminist), or
even anti-masturbation, go right
ahead. But maybe you should
actually COME TO ONE OF OUR
MEETINGS, instead of speculating what they are about and staying at home and definitely not
masturbating.
Ms. Metcalf, it is exciting to hear
that someone cares.
Ruth Meberg
Chair, Campus
Feminist Organization

❒ MAIER, from 6

amounts of student loans.
Writing letters to your congressmen or being active in a committee
on campus would probably be
more beneficial to you and your
fellow students than the occasional signing of a petition or letter
writing to the school newspaper.
Student senate wants you to
express your opinions about any
issue, whether it is opposing our
stance on it or not. Our mission,
as stated on our Web site
(www.mnstate.edu/stusen), is to
advocate the will of the student
body to the administration,

MnSCU and local, state and federal governments.
But please, in the future, do not
misrepresent and speak ill of our
entire organization when we cannot control the daily lives and
actions of all of our members. And,
please, when you voice your opposition, especially in an editorial or
in other highly public means, do so
in an informed and professional
manner, because that is how the
student senate as a whole, regardless of a senator’s personal actions
or feelings, will address your concerns in return.

Erica Wicker
Student senate
Vice president
Adrian Welle
Student senate
RHA liaison
Brittany Fossey
Student senate
Snarr Hall
Erin Williams
Student senate
Marketing co-chair

ed representatives. If students do
not let us know what they want,
how can we accurately represent
them? To be perfectly honest, I
am elated that many students are
getting involved, even if it is in
opposition to senate’s actions.
I challenge each and every one
of you that would like to change
something at MSUM to get
involved. I guarantee there is a
university committee with empty
student seats that addresses your
concern(s). In these committees,
students are not only given the
opportunity to speak their mind,

but they often have more voting
power than administration and
faculty combined. Committees
are your opportunity to make
important decisions (like the
Wellness Center) that affect your
life each and every day.
In closing I strongly encourage
student involvement and welcome
future opposition, but I also
respectfully request research be
conducted on a given topic before
information is published.
Travis Maier
Student senate president
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Of course you do. Well, they’re happy because they were columnists all this semester, and you can be
happy like them all next semester. We are currently hiring columnists and cartoonists to be regular contributors to the Opinion section of The Advocate. Come on and be happy with us.

Now hiring for open columnist and cartoonist positions in the spring. Bring two sample
columns (500-750 words) or cartoons and a résumé to The Advocate office (CMU 110).
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Hot Wax Proulx’s musical, comedic talent shines
By ELISSA HOVLAND

TOP 30 REQUESTS
FROM KMSC
1 SHINS

Chutes Too Narrow

2 LOT SIX

Major Fables

3 YO LA TENGO

Today Is The Day ...

4 DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE
5 SOUNDS

Transatlanticism
Living In America

6 MIDNIGHT EVILS

Straight ...

7 JESSICA FLETCHERS

On the first two albums we were picky.
We were always saying, ‘We could do that
better.’”
Many of the songs featured on “No Need
to Explain” are beautifully done and easy
to relate to. “A lot of them are close to
me,” said Proulx. “Sometimes you just
take a feeling and exaggerate it ... I really
just want to connect with the listeners.”
His musical talent is simply impressive.
The guitar riffs and vocals combine to
create a raw sound that can’t easily be
forgotten. Many of his songs are emotional and play close to the heart. His
voice brings out the humanity in the
well-written lyrics. “For Her,” is beautifully done, and he hits all the right
chords.
“I have a lot of new stuff in the works.
This new band will feature more heavy
stuff,” said Proulx. “It’s just great during
performances (when) a few people can
sing my songs, it hits me here,” he said
while motioning over his heart.
Aside from his music, Proulx also enjoys snowboarding and wandering
around Wal-Mart. “I love grocery store
dates, have you ever been on a grocery
store date?” he asked. “If the guy is really
smooth, he can not only entertain her,
but also pick up the right stuff to cook
dinner later. If anyone wants to go sometime, they should call me.”

A&E Editor

“So, hey, do you want to go to Olive
Garden?” Mark Proulx is anything but
ordinary. Opening up our interview with
an invitation to dinner and a smile, he
immediately struck me as a born entertainer.
“I never really started
playing guitar; I took a few
lessons with varied results,” he said. “I guess I

What Happened ...

8 GARAGELAND

Last Exit ...

9 SUN KIL MOON

Ghosts ...

10 ELBOW

Cast Of Thousands

11 WEAKERTHANS

Reconstruction Site

12 MAXEEN

Maxeen

13 MOONRAKER

Moonraker

14 SOMETHING CORPORATE
15 RAPTURE

North
Echoes

16 FITNESS

Call Me ...

17 RACHEL STAMP

Oceans Of Venus

18 WHEAT

Per Second ...

19 ROCKMASTER GENERAL Rockmaster ...
20 ELECTRELANE

On Parade [EP]

21 MURDOCKS

Murdocks [EP]

22 PAUL WESTERBERG
23 VISQUEEN

Come Feel ...
King Me

24 DISTILLERS

Coral Fang

25 DAVID DONDERO

The Transient

26 MERCY’S WEB

Callasa

27 STILLS

Logic Will ...

28 EVERYOTHERS

Everyothers

29 CHUMBAWAMBA

Readymades ...

30 TRAVIS 12

Memories

SIDE

BAR

taught
myself.”
Proulx, a
s o p h o more from
Crookston,
Minn. has music
flowing through his
blood. He played in
a few bands in
high school with
small
performances, and his
twin brother Matt is a
member in an a cappella group.
Playing at many
C A B
events
a n d
smaller
c o n certs at
l o c a l
coffee
shops like
N o a h ’ s
C o f f e e
House,
Proulx’s

Fargo-Moorhead
events
and
performances

12.2 to 1.13
Concordia faculty art exhibition.
David Boggs, John Borge, Julie
Carpenter, Heidi Goldberg, Ross
Hilgers, Duane Mickelson and
Barbara Thill Anderson will
have their work open for viewing Monday through Friday
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m.

12.7
J. Bracken Rourke artist’s talk at
2 p.m. on the opening of his exhibition. 521 Main Ave.

12.9
“Minnesota East Out” book talk
by Eleanor Ostman at 7 p.m.,
Clay County Historical Society,
Moorhead.

shows
are now mainly
acoustic. “It’s (the
performances)
been
hard
though. I’m not
with the same

Hovland can be reached
at stargazingfish12@aol.com.

Five flames
for “No Need
to Explain.”

band anymore so it’s difficult. Most of the
songs feature two guitars—I can only
play one at a time.” During his sets, he
also entertains the audience with humorous stories and jokes. “I just love to
make people laugh.”
Influenced by artists like Dave
Matthews, Dashboard Confessional and
his favorite band, Incubus, Proulx aims
for quality. “Whenever I write, I think to
myself, ‘How would they do it?’” he said.
“I also think Brandon Boyd and I would
make cute babies,” he laughed.
Proulx has made three albums since he
began performing. His most recent, titled
“No Need to Explain” (there are two
ducks in an awkward position on the
cover), was made while he was in the
band Featuring Tyler. “This one was so
much better. We had a lot more time and
used better equipment so the sound
quality is much higher,” said Proulx. “It
just was a lot more of what we wanted ...

Sounds of Snowflakes
Pure holiday entertainment
Dec. 11 7 to 9:30 p.m.
Weld Auditorium
$4 with food or clothing donation
$5 without
To audition for positions as dancers,
musicians, actors and comedians
contact MEISA at meisa@mnstate.edu
before the event

Holiday films stand the test of time
The Advocate pulls a few classics from the vault to revive holiday spirit
With the lack of snow, the holidays
seem less festive, yet these films encompass the wonderful and upbeat spirit of
the season.
Keeping in mind the long winter break
ahead, The Advocate has compiled a list
of classic holiday films that students can
enjoy during the long vacation soon to
come.
Holiday favorites like Frosty and The
Grinch are joined by a few others and

newcomer Buddy to round off the season
with some good time holiday fun
and laughter.
Many of the films are long-time classics
done in simple animation and even a
stop-motion style with everyone’s favorite
reindeer, Rudolph.
So read on for a brief retelling of these
classic tales, grab a few people and relive
the holiday magic that colorfully graces
the screen.

‘How the Grinch Stole
Christmas’
Director: Chuck Jones
Composer: Albert Hague, Eugene
Poddany
Story: Dr. Seuss
Narrator: Boris Karloff
Voices: Hans Conreid, June Foray and
Thurl Ravenscroft
Synopsis: Premiering in 1966, with the
talented Boris Karloff and the incredible
story written by Dr. Seuss, this cartoon
was a guaranteed Christmas classic.
Watched regularly every holiday season
and loved by children and adults alike,
“How the Grinch Stole Christmas” is a
must have. Boris Karloff narrates and
stars as the evil, eccentric Mr. Grinch,
the unkempt, green monster who plans
on stealing all the presents in the town of
Whoville. His plot goes off with little interference, until the tiniest Who, Cindy
Loo Who, touches the almost non-existant heart of the crazy Grinch. Little
Cindy teaches the sinister Grinch the
true spirit of Christmas, and soon all of
Whoville is welcoming him to their
Christmas celebration.
Analysis: A great story of mischief and
wonder, Dr. Seuss’ Christmas tale is an
unforgettable
holiday
masterpiece.
Accompanying the story is the memorable song, “You’re a Mean One, Mister
Grinch,” performed by Thurl Ravenscroft
(known as the voice of Tony the Tiger).
With so much focus on the comedy and

Director: Kizo Nagashima, Larry
Roemer
Producers: Jules Bass, Arthur Rankin
Composer: Johnny Marks
Screenwriter: Romeo Muller
Story: Robert May
Narrator: Burl Ives
Voices: Carl Banas, Corinne Conley,
Peg Dixon, Stan Francis, Paul Kligman,
Larry D. Mann, Janis Orenstein, Billie
Mae Richards, Alfie Scopp and Paul
Soles
Synopsis: Made in 1964, “Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer” is a stop-motion
film incredibly done by Bass and Rankin.
Opening with the birth of Rudolph and
the discovery of his unique abnormality,
Rudolph is shunned by the other young
reindeer. After befriending an elf who
suffers the same taunting, Rudolph and
his new friend, Herbie, decide to run
away. Along their journey, they run into
the Abominable Snowman and travel
through the Land of Misfit Toys. The pair
soon discover that they are needed back
at the North Pole, and they rush back
just in time to help Santa on Christmas.
Analysis: Perhaps the most well known
Christmas film, “Rudolph the Red-Nosed

Reindeer” is a tale of friendship and acceptance. The film addresses the many
pressures people face and their ability to
overcome the odds against them in a format that any audience member could
understand. The stop-animation used in
the entire film gives viewers today a different look into the many ways a film can
be made. “Rudolph” is a classic that
shows the true spirit of Christmas.

‘Frosty the Snowman’
awkwardness of the Grinch, audiences
will want to watch his story unfold time
and time again. Little Cindy Lou Who is
a wonderfully innocent character who
teaches the Grinch and audiences alike
that Christmas isn’t about the presents
and decorations, but coming together
and celebrating the miracles in life. “How
the Grinch Stole Christmas” can truly be
called the Christmas movie. It is both entertaining and uplifting, with vibrant
color and beautiful storytelling; it is a
film that almost all audiences enjoy.

‘Miracle on 34th Street’
Director: George Seaton
Producer: William Perlberg
Composer: Cyril Mockridge
Story: Valentine Davies
Screenwriter: George Seaton
Editor: Robert Simpson
Director of Photography: Lloyd Ahern,
Charles H. Clarke
Special Effects: Fred Sersen
Starring: Edmund Gwenn, Maureen
O'Hara, William Frawley, Gene
Lockhart, John Payne and Natalie
Wood
Synopsis: A heartwarming Christmas
story, “Miracle on 34th Street,” tells a
tale in which a man who works as a department store Santa at Macy’s, Kris
Kringle claims to be the genuine man in
red. The adults who hear his claim
refuse to believe him and begin to suspect that the bearded, round man isn’t
right in the head. But most important to
Kringle is the little girl who refuses to believe that Santa Claus really exists.
Analysis: In the same vein as the immortal, “It’s a Wonderful Life,” this 1947
holiday classic satisfies all the things you
could want in a holiday movie—it’s
funny, sweet, touching and endearing,
but without “Life’s” moralizing.
Every minute of this visually awesome
film is beautifully lit with brilliant cine-

‘Rudolph the RedNosed Reindeer’

matography. The sets are over the top
and all the little aspects of the film combine to make one of 20th centuries greatest masterpieces.
Natalie Wood’s performance as Susan
Walker, the young girl who doesn’t believe, is perfect. She’s jaded but without
being overly annoying sweet and innocent, without being extreme.
The 1994 version starring Mara Wilson,
Elizabeth Perkins and Dylan McDermott
is also worth watching, but the original
version is still the best.

The Advocate is looking
for new columnists
and cartoonists.
See page 7
for more details.

Directors: Jules Bass, Arthur Rankin
Producers: Jules Bass, Arthur Rankin
Composer: Steve Nelson, Walter Rollins
Screenwriter: Romeo Muller
Editor: Irwin Goldrese
Production Designer: Paul Coker, Jr.
Voices: Jimmy Durante, Billy De Wolfe,
June Foray, Paul Frees and Jackie
Vernon.
Synopsis: Originally aired in 1969,
“Frosty the Snowman” has been rerun on
network television ever since the hit was
introduced. Film icon Jimmy Durante
lends his vocal talent as the storyteller of
the much-loved movie. Durante narrates
this classic tale about a snowman who
comes to life with the aid of a magic hat.
Karen (June Foray) is a lonely girl,
spending most of her time building
snowmen. She soon discovers a mysterious hat belonging to an evil magician.
After placing the top hat on one of her
snowmen, Frosty (Jackie Vernon) magically comes to life. The two become inseparable until the heat of the sun
threatens to end their friendship. Frosty
and Karen venture off into the snow to
find a cooler place for him to live with the
magician hot on their trail.
Analysis: One of the most-loved classic
cartoons, “Frosty the Snowman” is a
children’s wonder that even adults can
enjoy. The friendship between Karen and

Frosty is easy to relate to and gives audiences a beautiful story to enjoy during
the holiday season. The evil magician
adds a dark contrast to the happy, upbeat attitude of the film. The graphics
are minimal, but the film was created in
the late ’60s. The vocal performances are
perfect for this genre, and Durante’s narration gives the film a well-rounded feel.
“Frosty” may have been directed toward
a younger crowd, but audiences of all
ages can enjoy this classic film.

‘Elf’
Director: Jon Favreau
Producers: Jon Berg, Todd Komarnicki
and Shauna Weinberg
Casting: Susan E. Farris
Starring: Will Ferrell, James Caan,
Zooey Deschanel, Bob Newhart,
Edward Asner, Mary Steenburgen and
Daniel Tay
Synopsis: A newer Christmas film debuting in 2003, “Elf” tells the story of
Buddy (Will Ferrell), a human raised by
elves who journeys from the North Pole
to New York to find his father.
Buddy discovers his father, Walter
(James Caan), is a work-a-holic publisher of children’s books with his own
special place on Santa’s not-so-nice list.
Buddy also finds a new mom (Mary
Steenburgen), and learns he has a
younger half-brother (Daniel Tay) who
doesn’t believe in Santa, elves or even
Christmas itself.
After discovering the city’s disbelief in
Christmas, Buddy takes it upon himself
to save the spirit of Christmas while attempting to win over his family as well.
Analysis: However childish, the film itself is an enjoyable piece of comedy.
Ferrell’s performance is well done, although he almost drowns himself in his
extremely innocent portrayal of Buddy.

The rest of the cast does a great job supporting Ferrell’s comedic performance,
and the music gives “Elf” a happy holiday
feel. The plot, however familiar to most
holiday films, is slightly overdone, and
audiences may be annoyed by Buddy’s
ignorance. But, in the spirit of
Christmas, “Elf” is still a great film; children will love it for the color and the
many little elves featured, and adults will
join in the laughter over Ferrell’s standout performance.
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Show Student ID and receive

15% OFF
purchase of frames and glasses!
Excluding eye exam. Not valid with any other
coupon, dicount, or vision plan benefits.

To place
an ad
call:
477-2365
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

NEWS & NOTES

Corn husking
Dragons harvest 57 percent shooting against Cobbers

Johnson

Richgels

By DUSTIN MONKE
Staff Writer

David Crockett, the interim athletic director at MSUM, named
four finalists for the athletic director position. Howard Gauthier of
Pocatello, Idaho, Charles
Gordon of Lilburn, Ga., Thomas
Kendall of Antigonish, Nova
Scotia and Alfonso Scandrett
Jr., of Greensboro, N.C., were
named as the finalists. MSUM is
working to replace Katy Wilson,
who resigned last spring after 10
years at MSUM.
MSUM’s women’s basketball
team is enduring a couple of
injuries. Junior Gretchen
Johnson is out with an arm
injury, and senior forward
Erin Richgels is battling
mononucleosis.
Notes by Hayden Goethe/
sports editor and
MSUM athletic Web site

TRIVIA
1. With MSUM’s Liz Klukas
approaching the 1,000 career
points, how many women in school
history have reached the mark?
2. The Cincinnati Bengals lead
the AFC North with a 7-5 mark.
When was the last time the
Bengals finished a season with a
winning record?
3. Baseball legend Warren Spahn
passed away on Nov. 24. How
many 20-win seasons did he have?

The men’s basketball team
split four games in the past
two weeks.
The Dragons beat Concordia
College 63-57 Monday and
Valley City (N.D.) State 60-52
Nov. 25 before losing twice at
the USBank Classic Nov. 2122.
In
their
first
three
games of the
season, the
Dragons (2-2)
shot 37 percent
from
field
goal
range, while
the Cobbers Anderson
(3-1)
were
excelling on the offensive end
of the court, shooting 50 percent from the field and averaging 93.7 points per game.
MSUM shot 57 percent (2340) from the field and held its
rival to 32.7 percent (18-55)
from the field.
“We were fortunate that
some of their shots did not
fall,” MSUM head coach Stu
Engen said.
The Dragons built a lead late
in the first half, guided by
three three-pointers from
junior
forward
Chris
Anderson, who had a teamhigh and career-high 19
points.
“My teammates got me
open,” Anderson said. “I was
just knocking them down.”
With 1:14 left in the half, the
Dragons took its largest lead
of the game, 36-20, on a midrange jumper from junior
guard Rob Sullivan.

MSUM 63
CONCORDIA 57
MSUM edged Concordia despite committing 28 turnovers. MSUM led 36-22
at halftime. Dragons junior forward
Chris Anderson had a career-high 19
points off the bench.

JASON PROCHNOW/PHOTO EDITOR

MSUM guard Rob Sullivan records a layup against Valley City
State’s Matt Klabo Nov. 25 at Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse.
MSUM led 36-22 at the half
and appeared to be steamrolling its way to a win.
But the Cobbers just wouldn’t go away.
MSUM
fended
off
the
Cobbers for the first part of

the second half, but a 9-0
Concordia run, propelled by a
pair of threes from senior
guard Josh Downey, cut
MSUM’s lead to 47-40 with
8:58 remaining in the game.
Sullivan, Anderson and

junior
forward
Deandre
Buchanan scored all of the
Dragons’ points for the rest of
the game, holding off the
Cobber charge.
Concordia outscored MSUM
35-27 in the second half.
“We didn’t close out the
game like I’d like to close a
game,” Engen said.
Sullivan finished with 11
points and nine assists.
“The second half we just didn’t have that killer instinct,”
Sullivan said. “We’ve got to
refine some things.”
Senior center Eric Prchal
had a game-high 10 rebounds,
while the Dragons outrebounded Concordia 40-15.
MSUM committed a seasonhigh 28 turnovers.
“It’s tough to blow the game
open when we have that many
turnovers,” Anderson said.
The
Dragons
held
Concordia’s leading scorer,
junior forward Soren Nelson,
to only three points in the
game. Nelson was 0-for-10
from the field.
“It was a real key that we got
to (Nelson),” Engen said.
The Dragons kicked off the

❒ COBBERS, page 13

3: Spahn recorded 20 wins in 13 seasons
over his career.
2: In 1990 the Bengals were 9-7.
Answers:
1: Nine players have reached 1,000
points.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Women win three, lose to No. 3 USD
MSUM answered with a 16-4 run to
take a 25-24 lead and a 43-33 halftime
Sports Editor
lead.
The Dragon women’s basketball team
The Dragons held the Vikings to 23
rebounded from its opening season percent shooting in the second half to
loss to national champion South ensure their first win of the season.
Dakota State, Brookings.
“I felt like we
MSUM topped Valley City
came out flat,”
(N.D.) State 81-55 on Nov. 25,
Nelson
said.
College of St. Catherine,
“It’s
disapMinneapolis 98-61 on Nov. 26
pointing.
I
I have no answers (as to)
and University of Nebraskahave
no
Omaha 69-64 Saturday.
why we didn’t come out
answers (as to)
The Dragons lost to thirdwhy we didn’t
with more enthusiasm.
ranked University of South
come out with
Dakota, Vermillion, 56-55
more enthusiKarla Nelson
Saturday.
asm.”
MSUM women’s basketball coach
“We had a good week,” MSUM
Dana Weibel
head coach Karla Nelson said.
led MSUM with
The Dragons struggled early in the 18 points. Kris Wilson and Brietta
first half against Valley City State. The Bowerman each added 12 points.
Vikings rolled off a 14-0 run within the
The Dragons scored 63 points on 22first 10 minutes to stake a for-31 shooting in the first half of their
20-7 lead over the Dragons.
win over St. Kate’s.
By HAYDEN GOETHE

“

A
LOOK
AHEAD

“Overall, we played much better basketball,” Nelson said. “The effort was
much better; the energy level was
much better.”
Liz Klukas and Wilson led the
Dragons with 14 points apiece.
Bowerman and Brenna Rollie added
11 points each.
The Dragons lost Friday despite leading by as much as 13 points in the second half against No. 3 South Dakota.
The Coyotes clawed back, taking the
lead with 2:24 left in the game. The
Dragons had a chance to win with five
seconds left, but were unable to convert on their possession.
“I feel like we were the better team,”
Nelson said. “We were ahead the entire
game until the end. We certainly didn’t
finish the game.”
Senior Klukas scored 14 points and
added 10 boards. Bowerman came off
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MSUM guard Kris Wilson shoots a
jumper in action Nov. 25.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

WRESTLING

SWIM AND DIVE

The Dragons host Finlandia
University, Hancock, Mich.,
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and
Mayville (N.D.) State
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

Northland Baptist Bible College,
Dunbar, Wis., play at Nemzek
Fieldhouse Saturday at 5:30
p.m. The Dragons travel to
Nebraska-Kearney Tuesday.

The Dragons face University of
Mary, Bismarck, N.D., in a
dual today (Thursday). The
wrestlers are coming off of a
31-8 loss to Augsburg College.

MSUM competes in a
dual Friday with St.
Olaf, Northfield, Minn.,
and in the St. Mary’s
Invite Saturday.
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COLUMN: ATHLETIC DIRECTOR SEARCH

Athletics should consider no athletic director

HAYDEN
GOETHE
Sports Editor
“While our institution
searches for a new athletic director, I hope the
department is considering all possible candidates. But I also hope
the department considers no candidates.”

MSUM’s athletic department
announced Tuesday that it’s
search for a new athletic director
has been narrowed to four candidates.
Let me be the first to say that
athletics is a vital method for colleges and universities to promote
themselves.
Having said that, I believe athletics play a secondary role to
academics, making what I am
about to suggest a little less
shocking.
While our institution searches
for a new athletic director, I hope
the department is considering all
possible candidates. But I also
hope the department considers
no candidates.
A few months ago, Vanderbilt
University sent shock waves

throughout the NCAA community
by removing athletic director
Todd Turner and restructuring
the athletic department.
Vanderbilt chancellor Gordon
Gee announced at the time he
would work to merge the school’s
athletic department with the rest
of the school.
Knowing
full
well
that
Vanderbilt is by no means a beacon of athletic excellence, there is
no reason to think the school’s
athletics will be any worse off now
than they were before.
Vandy’s football team has suffered through 21 consecutive losing seasons. The women’s basketball team has never won a
Southeastern Conference regular-season title, and the men’s
basketball team has been to the

NCAA tournament just once since
1994.
Granted, MSUM is not nearly in
this kind of shape when it comes
to athletic success, but it is still
an avenue the school and the
athletic director search committee should consider.
Athletics would reap some
advantages from the move.
In response to Vanderbilt’s decision, Mississippi State football
coach Jackie Sherrill noted that
many NCAA schools lose money
on athletics, saying he wouldn’t
be surprised if other schools followed suit.
While I am not going to say right
now that MSUM should go this
route, I hope it is one they
explore.
It was nice to see the excitement

in anticipation of a hiring
Tuesday in the athletic department after interim athletic director David Crockett announced
four candidates for the vacated
position.
However, the opinion pages in
this newspaper are filled with
complaints about rising tuition
and costs for students.
A bold move such as eliminating
an entire position would have to
be planned out extensively.
I just hope it’s an avenue that
MSUM has considered. While I’m
sure the candidates selected are
great candidates, I just want this
new revelation taken into consideration.
Goethe can be reached
at hgoethe@forumcomm.com.
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MSUM women’s basketball coach Karla Nelson gives her team instructions Nov. 25. The Dragons
beat Valley City State 81-55, despite surrendering a 14-0 run early in the first half.

WRESTLING

No. 1 Augsburg
drops Dragons
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer

The MSUM wrestling team
suffered their first loss of the
season Nov. 26, falling to topranked Division III Augsburg
College, Minneapolis, 31-8.
Senior Desmond Radunz at
125 pounds and senior Ryan
Kopiasz at 184 pounds won
matches for the Dragons.
The Dragons, coming off a
27-6 win over Jamestown
(N.D.) College Nov. 19 and a
25-15 win over Dickinson
(N.D.) State Nov. 21, faced a
much tougher opponent in topranked Augsburg College.
The Dragons’ first two meets
weren’t soft schedule wins by
any means. Dickinson State
and Jamestown College were
ranked ninth and 11th, respectively, in the preseason NAIA
national poll.
However, Augsburg College
has lost just five matches to
Division II and Division III
schools since 1995-96. Topranked Marcus LaVesseur, at
157 pounds leads a group
of seven Auggies ranked
nationally.
Although at first glance a
31-8 loss might not seem like

progress after successive wins
over top-ranked NAIA schools,
MSUM had little reason for disappointment following the loss.
“It’s the best we’ve ever done
against them,” Dragons coach
Keenan Spiess said. “They’re a
Division I-caliber team.”
Radunz (5-1) scored a 14-5
major decision over Augsburg’s
Ben Moss with five takedowns
and a near fall. Kopiasz (6-0)
won a 16-7 major decision over
Augsburg’s Clint Hodgdon in
similar fashion.
“We wrestled a lot more (physically) than last year,” Radunz
said. “Sometimes you can get
pummeled and the next time
you can beat them. You have to
be ready every single day.”
Freshman Jordan Vallie led 42 in the heavyweight match
before falling to undefeated
Mark Simmons.
“There were a couple of close
matches that could have gone
either way,” Spiess said.
“Obviously, every time we go
out there we want to win. I was
more concerned with getting a
little better every day, keeping
on track, keeping perspective.”
Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.

the bench with 10 points.
MSUM edged NebraskaOmaha Saturday behind
Klukas’ 12 points and 15
rebounds.
Weibel, Janna Davis and
Jackie Doerr reached doublefigures in scoring to secure a
victory.
“I thought it was kind of a
gut check win just because we
lost the night before,” Nelson
said. “I was concerned about
all the emotion we spent during the USD game.”
Klukas and Wilson were
named to the all-tournament
team at the University of
Nebraska-Omaha
Classic
Friday and Saturday.
The Dragons host Northland
Baptist Bible College, Dunbar,
Wis., Saturday and play at the
University
of
NebraskaKearney Tuesday night.
Nelson admits she knows lit-

tle about Northland.
“It will be interesting,”
Nelson said.
Nelson describes Tuesday’s
game with Nebraska-Kearney
as a tough matchup for the
Dragons.
Klukas is expected to eclipse
the 1,000-point plateau over
the next few games. She’s
accumulated 970 points over
her career, not including her
statistics from Wednesday’s
game
against
Concordia
College.
A first-team all-NSIC selection last season, she is averaging 11 points and nine
rebounds per game.
Klukas would join former
teammate Katie Doerr as a
member of the exclusive club
at MSUM.
Goethe can be reached
at hgoethe@forumcomm.com.

❒ COBBERS, from 12
2003-04 season at the USBank Classic held at
the Bison Sports Arena in Fargo. In its opening game, MSUM faced Michigan Tech, a
regional semifinalist last season, Nov. 21.
Tech jumped out to a 36-30 halftime lead,
but exploded out of the gates in the second
half, going on a 17-4 run to take a 57-37 lead
on its way to a 76-59 win over the Dragons.
MSUM shot only 22 percent (6-for-27) from
beyond the arc and 32 percent (20-for-62)
from field goal range.
Junior forward Deandre Buchanan made his
MSUM debut a good one, scoring a team-high
15 points and pulling down six rebounds.
Ben Aalto was the only other Dragon to score
in double figures with 10 points.
The next night MSUM battled Northern
Michigan in the USBank Classic and found
itself in the same halftime hole they did the
night before, trailing 36-30 at the break.
The Wildcats finished off the Dragons in the
second half, chalking up a 74-72 win.
MSUM never held a lead in the second half,
getting closest to the Wildcats 69-67 with 33
seconds remaining in the game.
Buchanan led the Dragons with 16 points.
Sullivan added 16 points, three assists and
three steals. Junior guard Ben Aalto had 14
points and three steals.
Northern Michigan sophomore forward
Marco Volcy had 14 points and pulled down 13
rebounds.
Tuesday MSUM hosted Valley City State in
its first home game of the season.
The NAIA school gave the Dragons a run for
its money, but never led, giving MSUM a 60-52
win.
Sullivan was a defensive machine against the
Vikings, chalking up a single game record
10 steals. He also added 12 points and five
assists to go along with a 5-for-8 shooting
night.
“It was part luck,” Sullivan admitted.

JASON PROCHNOW/PHOTO EDITOR

MSUM guard Ridas Globys reads the defense
during action Nov. 25.
Buchanan and junior guard Ridas Globys led
MSUM with 15 points each. Globys was a
spark off the bench, pulling down five
rebounds.
The Dragons host Finlandia University,
Hancock, Wis., on Saturday and Mayville
(N.D.) State on Tuesday.
Monke can be reached
at dmonke@forumcomm.com.
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CLASSIFIEDS

Help Wanted

For Rent

Ideal job for students doing light
commercial cleaning in office
settings. Must be able to work
Monday through Friday, early
evenings with every weekend
off. Shifts vary from two to five
hours per day. Apply in person at
3431 4th Ave. S., Suite C.

X marks the spot. Six, nine, or
12, mo. lease, brand new, dbl
gar., w/d, f/c, comm. rm, elevator, & so much more. CALL
NOW! 356-9999. Sorry no pets.
EHO.
Two bedroom. Security, quiet, no
parties! Heat/water paid, a/c,
miniblinds, ceiling fans, new carpeting, no pets. Accommodates
two. Certified Crime-Drug FREE
Housing, OFF STREET
assigned parking with plug-ins.
Lease, references and deposit
required. 218-346-6584 or 701238-4542.

Beauty comes in all shapes and
sizes. Yes, that’s right ALL sizes.
Ultimate Models of Fargo is now
scouting for fresh faces with a
can-do attitude who are ready to
show the fashion and entertainment world what they can do. If
you’ve thought about modeling
and didn’t think you fit the mold,
think again! Call today! 701-7291995.
Need a job? The Advocate is
hiring columnists for spring
semester. To apply, bring a
résumé and two sample
columns to The Advocate office,
CMU 110. Application deadline
is, Dec. 9. Questions, e-mail
advocate@mnstate.edu.

Other
Free pregnancy testing with
RN’s. Your first choice for pregnancy-related concerns. Caring
and confidential. Clinic services:
237-6530.
Live-in. Need college girl to live
in private home. Pay your way
through college and gain excellent work experience with this
great job. Room, board, and
$150/month. (701) 237-3959.

For Sale
For sale: Several one-way tickets to The Hague. After Nov.
2004, they will go to The White
House, where they are sure to
get used. Make an offer at
www.ourkidsRf**ked.com.

For rent near campus. Two
bedroom apartments. Call (218)
284-4275.
“Fall” into Carlton. Impressive
eff., 1, 2, 3 bd. Heat paid,
garage, balcony and more! Ask
about our “Hurry Back” special!
carlton@goldmark.com or 2813928. EHO.
One bedroom available January
1. Intercom security, quiet, no
parties! Heat/hot water paid,
miniblinds, ceiling fan, a/c, certified crime/drug free housing.
$300 rent, $250 deposit. 218346-6584 or 701-238-4542.
For rent. Nice one bedroom
apartment in 12-plex, close to
campus. Off-street parking,
smoke-free building. Available
Dec. 31. $330 includes heat.
1011 20th St. S. Moorhead. 2933059.

Large one bedroom and three
bedroom apartment. One-half
block from MSUM, heat paid,
laundry. 238-0081.
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One bedroom apartment, locked
entry, very close to MSUM. 1119
19th St. S. Moorhead. $365/mo.
Heat and water included. Call
320-295-1397.

COST: The Advocate charges $3 for the first 30 words and $1 for
each additional 20 words. Classified ad forms are available in The
Advocate office during business hours. Payment is required in
advance of publication. Classifieds will not be taken over the phone.
No tearsheets are given and no refunds are given on cancellations.

Spring Break

DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m. for the issue published on Thursday,
no exceptions.

ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Visit the official
Web site for spring break ‘04.
The best deals to the hottest
destinations. Group discounts for
six+. www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202.

MAILING ADDRESS: Ads with payment may be mailed to: The
Advocate, ATTN: Classifieds, Minnesota State University Moorhead,
Box 130, Moorhead, MN 56560. Ads with payment may also be
dropped off in The Advocate office, Room 110 in the CMU.

SPRING BREAK with Mazatlan
Express. Mazatlan/Cancun.
From $499+. Or earn a free trip
by being a rep. (800) 366-4786.
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 student tour
operator, to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY
in Acapulco now offers 3 destinations! Go loco in Acapulco,
party in Vallarta, or get crazy in
Cabo - with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS. Organize a group and
travel for FREE. Book now
before it’s too late! Call 800-8754525 or www.bianchi-rossi.com.

ERRORS: The Advocate is responsible only for the cost of the first
incorrect insertion of the ad. It is the responsibility of the advertiser
to check the accuracy of the ad and make corrections if necessary.
The Advocate will not be liable for slight aesthetic changes or typographical errors that do not lessen the intent of the ad. The Advocate
is not responsible for errors due to illegible copy.
CLASSIFICATIONS AVAILABLE: For Sale, Help Wanted, Other, For
Rent, Personals, Roommates, Textbooks, Spring Break, Typing
Services, Wanted to Buy.
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❒ DOGSLED, from 3
the Web site with text, photos
and video coupled with expert
chats and related links,”
Doering said. “We’ll even do
live video conferences from
villages we stop in. So when
teachers come to class
Monday mornings, they’ll
open our Web site and have
an entire week’s worth of
study material. Students can
e-mail us questions, and
everything will be archived.”
Their dogsled journey into
the cold heart of the Arctic
begins at Yellowknife, the
capitol of the Northwest
Territories. Located on the
north shore of Great Slave
Lake, it’s a city where highrise towers look directly out
into the wilderness at the edge
of the Boreal Forest.
Besides Doering and Steger,
the team includes: Paul
Pregont, an Arctic explorer
and educator who founded
NOMADS
Adventure
&
Education, Inc.; Mille Porsild
from Denmark, the only
woman on the team, also an
educator and Arctic explorer;
Hugh Dale-Harris, an outdoor
educator
with
Canadian
Outward Bound Wilderness
School; and Eric Dayton, son
of Minnesota Senator Mark
Dayton and an avid wilderness explorer.
They’ve all been preparing
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❒ SCAM, from front
for the journey at Steger’s
homestead north of Ely, running the dogs and camping in
the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area.
Steger first won international acclaim in 1986, when he
and a team co-led by Paul
Schurke made the first confirmed dogsled journey to the
North Pole without resupplying. He was later part of the
only team of explorers to traverse Antarctica by dogsled.
“We’ll drive the 30 dogs and
all our equipment from Will’s
camp in Ely to Yellowknife,
which should take four days,”
Doering said. “We’ll then
spend a week there before setting off.”
The team will cross country
ski behind the three dogsleds,
each sled carrying about
1,400 pounds of supplies and
gear, half of it being dog food.
They expect to cover 15 to 25
miles per day, depending on
the weather, and will receive
cache drops once a month at
the villages they stop in.
Once the expedition ends,
Doering will return to teaching at the U of M. He intends
to write one book about his
experiences for adults, and
another for middle school
children.
“It’s all about awareness,” he
said.

Got a story idea?
E-mail The Advocate
advocate@mnstate.edu

student was distraught. “I was
able to rush down to my hall
area and catch her. She was
exiting the building. It was
early March, and she ran out
of the dorm barefoot. She was
headed for the river,” said
Woodberry.
According to Woodberry, the
threat of suicide is a common
situation for campus security.
“Unfortunately, you’ll have to
deal with suicide attempts (at
least) once a semester. It’s a
difficult situation, and we’re
trained to assist the person as
much as possible until more
qualified people arrive,” said
Woodberry.
While at St. Cloud (Minn.)
State University, Woodberry
saw the highest crime rates at
the beginning and end of the
semesters. “The opportunities

for theft are greater at those
times because people are just
moving in or out. They don’t
always pay attention to locking their door or car,” said
Woodberry.
According to Boeddeker, the
largest crime facing MSUM is
theft. “People’s bikes, back
packs and resident hall thefts
are the most common.”
Malik added noise complaints to the common call
list. “We don’t get many fight
calls, but I’ve had to deal with
them,” said Malik, “Usually
they hear the keys and know
we’re coming. Most people are
respectful.”
While neither source has
endured personal injury on
the job, Woodberry knows
first-hand of the possibility.
“While I was a security officer,

I turned around to see what
was going on and ruptured my
Achilles
tendon,”
said
Woodberry. “Any type of
patrolling, when you’re doing
a lot of walking in all types of
weather, you’re bound to have
twisted ankles and some type
of injuries.”
In the future, Woodberry
hopes to see more patrols on
campus during the day. “I
think part of the service we
need to provide is presence. If
students see us out and
about doing more than
enforcing rules and regulations, when something does
happen,
we’ll
be
more
approachable,”
said
Woodberry.
Porter can be reached
at porterba@mnstate.edu.

